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Retelling Violent Death 2013-01-11 this book provides insight and instruction for bereaved readers and those who work with them

Retelling the Torah 2004-06-22 the deuteronomistic historian patterned more than four dozen of his narratives after those in genesis numbers the stories that make up genesis numbers

were indelibly impressed on the deuteronomistic historian s mind to such an extent that in deuteronomy kings he tells the stories of the nation through the lens of genesis numbers john

harvey discusses the eight criteria which may be used as evidence that the given stories in deuteronomy kings were based on those in genesis numbers unified accounts in the

deuteronomistic history for instance often share striking parallels with two or more redactional layers of their corresponding accounts in genesis numbers showing that the given accounts

in the deuteronomistic history were written after the corresponding accounts in genesis numbers had been written furthermore the deuteronomistic historian calls the reader s attention to

accounts in genesis numbers by explicitly citing and referring to them by using personal names and by drawing thematic and verbal parallels retelling the torah the first book to focus on

these parallel narratives contains far reaching implications for hebrew bible scholarship

Retelling the Golden Truth Through Short Stories 2013-12-27 religion spirituality culture science technology etc are for the good of mankind we the human beings misutilise them to

fulfilling our selfish petty desires it is our own fault our deteriorating character that makes us blame both religion and science at our whim the present book endeavors with the help of

short stories for the search of the golden truthrather the golden means that the human life seeks for its betterment in true sense

Retelling the Stories of Our Lives: Everyday Narrative Therapy to Draw Inspiration and Transform Experience 2014-01-06 our lives and their pathways are not fixed in stone instead they

are shaped by story if we tell stories that emphasize only desolation then we become weaker if we tell stories in ways that make us stronger we can soothe our losses and erase sorrows

learning how to re envision the stories we tell about ourselves can make an enormous difference in the ways we live our lives drawing on wisdom form the field of narrative therapy this

book will help people rewrite and retell the stories of their lives reclaiming and celebrating experiences in the face of specific challenges such as trauma abuse personal failure grief and

aging readers are introduced to key ideas of narrative practice like externalizing problems the person is not the problem the problem is the problem and the concept of re membering one

s life easy to understand examples and exercises help readers make these techniques their own leading them on a path to reclaim their past and re envision their future publisher s

description

Retelling the Nicaraguan Revolution as a Dionysian Ritual 2010 uncountable books have been written on the nicaraguan revolution in 1979 due to the fascination connected with the idea

of revolution in general and with its realization in nicaragua in particular this book retells the story of the nicaraguan revolution with the words of women aiming to show how a high level

of transformative energy was accumulated in the nicaraguan society over time based on a common utopian vision of a better future for all the energetic upheaval can be analyzed as a

dionysian ritual however the book also follows up on the apollonian aftermath of the revolution martina handler is a social scientist and a graduate of the master program in peace
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development security and international conflict transformation in innsbruck austria

The Multivalence of an Epic: Retelling the Ramayana in South India and Southeast Asia 2021-07-01 the rāmāyaṇa traditions of south india and southeast asia are examined at multiple

levels in this volume the research presented here offers in depth investigations of chosen moments in the development of the epic tradition together with broader trends that help in

understanding the epic s multivalence the journey and localization of the rāmāyaṇa is explored in its manifold expressions from classical to folk from temples and palaces to theatres

and by lanes in cities and villages and from ancient to modern times regional rāmāyaṇas from different parts of south india and southeast asia are placed in deliberate juxtaposition to

enable a historically informed discussion of their connected pasts across land and seas the three parts of this volume organized as visual literary and performance cultures discuss the

sculpted painted inscribed written recited and performed rāmāyaṇas a related emphasis is on the way boundaries of medium and genre have been crossed in the visual literary and

performed representations of the rāmāyaṇa these are rewarding directions of research that have thus far received little attention bringing together 19 well known scholars in rāmāyaṇa

studies from cambodia canada france india indonesia malaysia singapore thailand uk and usa this thought provoking and elegantly illustrated volume engages with the inherent plurality

diversity and adaptability of the rāmāyaṇa in changing socio political religious and cultural contexts and with shifting norms tastes traditions and ideologies

Retelling the Siege of Jerusalem in Early Modern England 2019-05-10 this compelling book explores sixteenth and seventeenth century english retellings of the roman siege of jerusalem

and the way they informed and were informed by religious and political developments the siege featured prominently in many early modern english sermons ballads plays histories and

pamphlets functioning as a touchstone for writers who sought to locate their own national drama of civil and religious tumult within a larger biblical and post biblical context reformed

england identified with besieged jerusalem establishing an equivalency between the protestant church and the ancient jewish nation but exposing fears that a displeased god could

destroy his beloved nation as print culture grew secular interpretations of the siege ran alongside once dominant providentialist narratives and spoke to the political anxieties in england

as it was beginning to fashion a conception of itself as a nation distributed for the university of delaware press

Retelling the Past in Contemporary Greek Literature, Film, and Popular Culture 2019-01-22 this book deals with historical consciousness and its artistic expressions in contemporary

greece since 1989 from the point of view that contemporary greeks have been faced with the contradictions between on the one hand a glorious world famous yet distant past and on the

other a traumatic contemporary history of wars expulsions civil strife and political and economic crises such clashes of imaginary identifications and collective traumas call for

interpretations not only from historians but also from artists and storytellers therefore the chapters in this volume explore the ways in which sensitive and creative perspectives of art

approach and appropriate history in greece through a rich collection of analytical case studies and creative reflections on greece s past present and future this volume presents the reader

with the ways a set of contemporary greek storytellers in different genres have incorporated previously under explored or little known themes events and epochs in modern greek history
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showing how the past by being interpreted and represented in the present can teach us a lot about contemporary greek society the themes that form the point of departure for the stories

told or retold cover various significant components of greek history and culture such as ancient myths the ottoman period the greek war of independence and the greek civil war but also

less prominent or known aspects of greek history such as the greek enlightenment the long and tragic history of greek jewry and migration to and from greece

Retelling/rereading 1992 in this passionate erudite and far ranging book kroeber renews for our multi cultural age a fundamental argument the stories we tell hear read and see make a

difference to the lives we read jonathan arac university of pittsburgh in this highly readable and thoroughly original book karl kroeber questions the assumptions about storytelling we have

inherited from the exponents of modernism and postmodernism these assumptions have led to overly formalistic and universalizing conceptions of narrative that mystify the social

functions of storytelling even politically correct critics have eurocentrically defined story as too primitive to be taken seriously as art kroeber reminds us that the fundamental value of

storytelling lies in retelling this paradoxical remaking anew that constitutes story s role as one of the essential modes of discourse his work develops some recent anthropological and

feminist criticism to delineate the participative function of audience in narrative performances in depicting how audiences contribute to storytelling transactions kroeber carries us into a

surprising array of examples ranging from a mesopotamian sculpture to derek walcott s omeros startling juxtapositions such as cervantes to vermeer and innovative readings of familiar

novels and paintings tom wolfe s comparison of his bonfire of the vanities to vanity fair is critically analyzed as are the differences between thackeray s novel and joyce s ulysses and

flaubert s madame bovary other discussions focus on traditional native american stories henry james s the ambassadors calvino s if on a winter s night a traveler and narrative paintings

of giotto holman hunt and roy lichtenstein kroeber deploys the ideas of ricoeur and bakhtin to reassess dramatically the field of narrative theory demonstrating why contemporary

narratologists overrate plot and undervalue story s capacity to give meaning to the contingencies of real experience retelling rereading provides solid theoretical grounding for a new

understanding of storytelling s strange role in twentieth century art and of our need to develop a truly multicultural narrative criticism

Praxis of Retelling Parables and Miracles 2014-01-07 a bible theological didactic is not principally reduced to learning and teaching bible alone but rather extended to understanding and

interpreting bible in one s own religious and pedagogical context bible didactic moreover does not circumscribe itself only to biblical knowledge in virtue of deducing some abstract and

moral principles but it rather prospects to strengthen and reconstruct one s identity within the choices offered by culture and context this book aims to engage in an intercultural

interpretation of the parables and the miracles of jesus by dialoging with the culture of tamils this comparative study subsequently proposes an alternative synchronic hermeneutic in

biblical didactics replacing a deep seated diachronic model in tamil land it also develops a model of sync culturation superseding fossilised model of inculturation this book capitalises

tamils texts and narratives of masses reflected in the archives of tamil literatures and legends in the process of theologisation bearing on the aesthetics of parables and miracles and

contextual reading of them this study brings forward the world in front of the text leaving behind the conventional exegesis of the world behind the text
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Retelling the Stories of Our Lives 2001-07-26 powerful ideas from narrative therapy can teach us how to create new life stories and promote change our lives and their pathways are not

fixed in stone instead they are shaped by story the ways in which we understand and share the stories of our lives therefore make all the difference if we tell stories that emphasize only

desolation then we become weaker if we tell our stories in ways that make us stronger we can soothe our losses and ease our sorrows learning how to re envision the stories we tell

about ourselves can make an enormous difference in the ways we live our lives drawing on wisdoms from the field of narrative therapy this book is designed to help people rewrite and

retell the stories of their lives the book invites readers to take a new look at their own stories and to find significance in events often neglected to find sparkling actions that are often

discounted and to find solutions to problems and predicaments in unexpected places readers are introduced to key ideas of narrative practice like the externalizing problems the person is

not the problem the problem is the problem and the concept of re membering one s life easy to understand examples and exercises demonstrate how these ideas have helped many

people overcome intense hardship and will help readers make these techniques their own the book also outlines practical strategies for reclaiming and celebrating one s experience in the

face of specific challenges such as trauma abuse personal failure grief and aging filled with relatable examples useful exercises and informative illustrations retelling the stories of our

lives leads readers on a path to reclaim their past and re envision their future

Retelling the Tale 2011 this introduction to french medieval literature sets out to show that medieval writers were not merely recording an oral tradition but were in fact very aware that

they were retelling tales in a new medium

Retelling the Bible 1999 this book presents a collection of case studies of biblical retellings in various contexts every section starts with an introduction presenting a brief overview of the

field the issues treated as well as the nature and directions of contemporary scholarly discourse after a detailed general introduction defining the bible itself and the concept of retelling

the notion of apocrypha is readdressed particularly analyzing the way they are composed then follow the sections translation and interpretation from jerome to the post holocaust period

preaching and teaching the bible in the middle ages through the enlightenment biblical characters as models in medieval hagiography biblical poetry from late antiquity to bruce

springsteen and finally the retelling strategies and challenges of children s bibles and a brief treatment of retelling beyond the text

Lu Xun's Retelling the Old Stories 2017-07-18 this brief aims to provide a theoretically innovative introduction to the methodology of the human sciences it presents a new version of

methodology as a system of mutually linked acts of creating knowledge where both abstract and concrete features of research are intricately intertwined it shows how the constructions of

particular methods that are used in the science of psychology are interdependent with general psychology this is exemplified as the methodology cycle the need for an emphasis on the

methodology cycle grows out of the habitual presentation of methods as if they were independent from the assumptions which they are built upon with the ultimate goal of searching for

and creating universal principles chapters discuss the methodology cycle and its uses in various areas of empirical study in psychological functions featured topics in this brief include the
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strict separation between methodology and methods introspection the primary method of psychology extrospection the act of introspection turned outwards generalization and its effect on

uniqueness from methodology to methods in human psychology will be of interest to psychologists undergraduate and graduate students and researchers

From Methodology to Methods in Human Psychology 2022-01-31 please take a moment to enjoy this book a volume the original editors feel is an interpolation since the story pauses for a

time to catch its breath the original editor thought the pale men of white island were romans were they really that pasty author

The Mahabharata: A Modern Retelling 2005 more than any other sacred text the ramayana has been interpreted as a blueprint for right human action of the innumerable ramayanas

composed the most prestigious is valmiki s text across several cultures though refashioning and retelling valmiki s influential and patriarchal epic has become a way of literary dissent in

the grand tradition of indian self questioning two such voices from kerala included here showcase the sophisticated cultural diversity of the region c n sreekantan nair s play kanchana sita

1961 is about the tragedy of power and the sacrifices that adherence to dharma demands including abandoning a chaste wife sarah joseph s ramayana stories 1990s are feminist

critiques of traditional narratives of women humiliated and torn apart both psychologically and physically by ambitious men joseph s style is layered and poetic deep and intense both nair

and joseph bring out the political aspects of these stories through the dialectics between victor and vanquished man and woman tribal and city dweller aryan and dravidian book jacket

Retelling the Ramayana 2003-10-23 how does ethics influence the myriad ways we engage difference within educational settings

Learning from the Other 1997 it was a wooden box simply made i guess you could call it my war chest grandpa said as the children peered into the box they saw many small figures

animals people and objects of all kinds a number of them were carved from wood

Children's Story Retelling in Different Modality Conditions 2005 this collection of 17 papers provides a blueprint for teachers who want increasingly sophisticated methods for monitoring

student growth and can serve as a resource for in service educators as literacy instruction changes papers in the first section of the book examine literacy assessment as it pertains to

school age children papers in the second section illustrate how portfolios can be used in a variety of different settings from the classroom through higher education papers in the book are

assessment criteria in first grade what do teachers want to know about students reading and writing elizabeth pryor learning about literacy through retelling gail g smith and diane keister

profiling students achievement in language and literacy merging perspectives gerry shiel and patrick forde assessment of reading attitudes validity issues mary m brittain and clay v

brittain i believe learning is concentrating figuring things out and sometimes having fun revisiting the reading clinic nancy b cothern involving graduate students in personal literacy

evaluation through the use of portfolios diane d allen teachers as learners experiencing self evaluation portfolios and rubrics michael p ford authentic assessment in a university

preservice literacy course deborah r dillon and others a model for preparing preservice and inservice teachers to interpret and utilize portfolio assessment rebecca p harlin and sally e lipa

the challenge of change the m ed portfolio barbara martin palmer and others literacy portfolios the myth and the reality linda irwin devitis pre and post course literacy self assessment its
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positive impact on preservice teachers jane brady matanzo rethinking the role and practice of assessment in teacher education learning to assess authentically on multiple levels n

suzanne standerford portfolio assessment in adult education programs linda thistlethwaite assessing developmental learners perceptions of reading and writing and the literacy demands

in college maria valeri gold the alert one answer to literacy screening rita m bean and others and developing and assessing emergent literacy through children s literature nancy a

anderson rs

Grandpa's Box 1993 this text presents literacy assessment as a natural part of the instructional cycle through the text s practical positive approach to the stages of developmental literacy

preservice teachers and reading specialists learn to assess student progress on a daily basis case studies chapter summaries and readings for further exploration make this text

accessible and informative a companion web site includes several interactive tools for instruction and learning each benchmark is followed by assessment and instructional strategies that

help teachers apply theory to practice comprehensive coverage includes state and national standards and assessment of second language learners research and references highlight up

to date instructional strategies including the use of technology

What are the Prerequisites, Processes, and Rewards of Becoming an Independent Reader for Pleasure? 1898 this book will not tell you how to teach reading teaching reading is in large

measure a matter of making choices should you use basal readers or children s books or both should you teach children to read whole words or to sound out words letter by letter or

both should you have three reading groups or four or no groups there are no right answers to these questions the answers depend on your personal philosophy your interpretation of the

research the level at which you are teaching the kinds of students you are teaching community preferences and the nature of your school or school district s reading program

Palamon and Arcite; Or, the Knight's Tale from Chaucer ... 1898 the national trend emphasized collaborative intervention within general education classrooms where the impaired student

can engage in extensive and meaningful verbal interactions with peers and teachers on a more regular basis the need to integrate teachers speech language pathologists and other

school specialists in using the classroom context has given rise to the need for a written resource to use in combining the collaborative process with decision making this long awaited

book an outgrowth of inservice training programs on collaborative language intervention fills that need

Stories from the Classic Literature of Many Nations 1893 this classroom ready resource provides teachers in grades k 8 with specific assessments that can be administered to english

language learners within the regular classroom long overdue and with a focus on the needs of english language learners ells within the classroom instructional assessment of english

language learners is a unique book designed to teach readers the basic concepts of assessing english today s education courses place an increasing emphasis on the regular classroom

teacher to instruct and assess english language learners yet classroom teachers have few resources available to them in regard to assessing ells within their classrooms this book helps

readers master the assessments to be administered to english learners and cover a range of literacy skills deemed necessary for english language acquisition and reproduction while also
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assessing the student s literacy skills in their primary language the overarching goal of this book is to enable teachers to acquire a deep understanding of the value of instructional

assessment for ells and the importance of evaluating the results to provide the students with immediate appropriate and meaningful instruction the book addresses the specific areas of

language arts related to the development acquisition and reproduction of the english language oral language development and vocabulary concepts of print and the alphabetic strategies

word recognition and word identification strategies reading fluency reading comprehension written language development and spelling content area literacy procedural knowledge and

problem solving strategies the strategies presented in this text are research based and are known to increase reading comprehension for ells

Bible Studies from the Old and New Testaments Covering the International Sunday-School Lessons for 1893 1996 dundee is one of the greatest innovators in the annals of the sweet

science guiding world champions as diverse in gladiatorial gifts and mind sets as carmen basilio willie pastrano luis rodriguez sugar ray leonard george foreman in his comeback and of

course muhammad ali bert randolph sugar has superbly captured dundee s unique diction by the end the reader will know precisely what it is like to listen to the bill walsh of boxing hold

court on the exotic art of the cornerman the new york times angelo dundee has lived a half century of boxing history during that period he trained a record breaking fifteen world

champions and countless top contenders wiping away their sweat and blood and instilling whatever it took to win my view from the corner is his story in his own words it is also the story

of the legendary ring warriors he has forged into champions including all time greats muhammad ali sugar ray leonard and george foreman as well as champs such as willie pastrano and

carmen basilio but you won t just read about prize fighters dundee can t tell his tale without including an amazing cast of characters who could only exist in the larger than life world of

professional boxing you ll find engrossing stories involving everyone from sportscaster howard cosell to artist leroy nieman to mobster frank costello muhammad ali also contributes a

foreword of his own delivering his personal insights on dundee the man the friend and the boxing trainer the veteran trainer gives you a ringside seat and the inside scoop into what really

happened during such classic sports moments as the ali liston rematch which even today many believe was fixed the rumble in the jungle ali vs foreman where dundee was accused of

loosening the ring ropes in order to let ali perform his now famous rope a dope the second leonard duran fight known for duran uttering the infamous no mas dundee reveals duran never

actually spoke those words foreman vs moorer where george foreman made history by becoming the oldest man to win the heavyweight championship leonard vs hagler which ended

with one of the most controversial decisions in boxing history for the first time dundee also candidly discusses his feelings about ali s conversion to islam the mob and its influence on

boxing training russell crowe for cinderella man which dundee also appeared in the psychology of training fighters and much more my view from the corner is filled with the depth and

insight that can only come from a man who truly loves what he does and is unquestionably the best in the world at it
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